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What is JSON

 JSON: JavaScript Object Notation
 A lightweight data-interchange format
 (The “fat-free” alternative to XML)
 Very simple, but very capable
 “Discovered” by Douglas Crockford
 Based on JavaScript’s “object literal” 

syntax



History

 “Discovered” April 2001
 Published 2002 (www.json.org)
 Standardised July 2006 in RFC 4627
 Assigned mime-type “application/json”

http://www.json.org/�


JavaScript Objects

 In JavaScript there are two ways to 
create objects:

1. var obj = new Object();
2. var obj = {};
 These do the same thing, but #2 is called 

an “object literal” and is the basis of 
JSON



JavaScript Objects
Objects can have properties
 In this “literal” form you can add them 

directly in the object syntax as a comma-
separated list of name/value pairs:
var conference = {

event: “Synergy”,
year: 2011,
location: “Orlando, Florida”

};



JSON Objects
 JSON uses the same overall syntax as a 

JavaScript literal, but in addition the 
property names are quoted:
{

“event”: “Synergy”,
“year”: 2011,
“location”: “Orlando, Florida”

};



Types of Data
 Only six “kinds” of data:
1. String – “Synergy”… “Beer!”…
2. Number – 2011, -43.8789, 9.04296e6
3. Boolean – true or false
4. Object – { “prop”: value, “prop”: value… }
5. Array – [value, value, value… ]
6. Null – null
 Where “value” can be any of the six 

kinds of data



Some Details

Only double-quotes are used for quoting 
property names and string values

 Special characters are escaped using a 
backslash (as per the usual Unix 
convention):
\” double-quote \n newline
\\ backslash \r carriage return
\/ slash \t tab
\f form-feed \uFFFF 4 hex-digit value



Advantages

More concise than XML – lighter over the 
network

 Based on programming language data 
structures rather than a document mark-up 
language

Much more natural to work with when 
programming

 Also much faster (especially compared to 
XML built with the DOM interface)



Primary Usage
 Ideal for Ajax applications
 Both client and server being developed by 

same developer(s)
 Both already understand the structure of 

the data
 Toolkits exist for most programming 

languages
 These are generally for server-side 

development as client is usually 
JavaScript in a web browser



Serializing and Deserializing

DO NOT USE eval() in JavaScript!
(security issue)

Use JSON.stringify() to serialize
Use JSON.parse() to deserialize
 Available in all good browsers (so not

Internet Explorer)
 But for others use “json2.js” JavaScript 

(available at: 
github.com/douglascrockford/JSON-js)



JSON
Demonstration



JSON out from VDF
Receiving JSON from a VDF web service 

in product since VDF 15.0
Only works with simple input parameters
 The output can be of arbitrary complexity
 Add “/JSON” to the invocation URL
 Parameters can be in query string (GET) 

or HTTP body (POST)
Content-Type (for POST):

"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"



JSON into VDF
(those under 21 should leave now!)

 A second web service built into web app
 Instead of Soap/XML it takes strings
 JSON is passed in the input string as 

HTTP POST in HTTP BODY
Need to be able to “understand” a struct at 

runtime
 So had to make a tiny change to FMAC
 (Sture’s fault – don’t blame me!)



JSON into VDF
 Allows us to look up structure at runtime –

TAjaxRequestData in this case
 John Tuohy wrote a little JSON parser 

(which I stole)
 That takes the passed string and puts it in 

a “Value Tree” – a very generic recursive 
struct/array 

 The VDF command 
“ValueTreeDeserializeParameter” then 
used to move the content to our struct



JSON into VDF

 The (parallel) JSON web service then calls 
the required function (“Request” in this 
case) in the original Ajax web service with 
the struct variable

 It returns the result of that, which the 
runtime serializes as JSON (because we 
called it that way)

Et Voila!



Ajax Limitation

 The XMLHttpRequest object in browsers 
has a (deliberate) limitation

Can only call the same server (or same 
domain) as page was loaded from

 Some kinds of applications need to violate 
this:
 Mashups
 Applications using third-party services



Solution

 There are other ways than using 
XMLHttpRequest

One common one is to use a dynamic 
HTML <script> tag

 This can be used (with the appropriate set-
up on the server) to provide JSON (or any 
other) data

 known as “JSON-P” – JSON with 
“padding”



The Script Tag

 When the browser encounters a <script>
tag, it (immediately) does three things:

1. Loads the script content (using the “src” 
attribute and HTTP GET)

2. Compiles any JavaScript content
3. Runs that compiled content



Technique

 So instead of just data, the server returns 
a JavaScript function call

 This passes the required JavaScript data:
funcName({event: “Synergy”, year: 2011, 

location: “Orlando, Florida”});
 The client implements the function 

(“funcName” in this case) and passes it in 
the request to the server, which uses it to 
assemble the returned content



Making the Call
 The client (JavaScript) creates a script tag, 

sets its attributes, then appends it to the 
HTML body:
var script = document.createElement("script");
script.setAttribute("id", "tempScriptTag");
script.setAttribute("src", 

"http://hostURL/resourcePath" + 
"?func=funcName&param1=val1&” +
"param2=val2&…”);

document.body.appendChild(script);



Receiving the Result

 The client also implements the function:

function funcName (returnedObj) {
//  ...do whatever with returned data…
var script = document.

getElementById("tempScriptTag");
if (script) {

document.body.removeChild(script);
}

}



Tidying Up

 The JavaScript calling code assigns a 
unique ID to the script tag

 This allows the receiving JavaScript code 
(the function that gets called by the 
returned JavaScript from the server) to 
find the dynamic script tag again and 
remove it



JSON-P
Demonstration



Any Questions?
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